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Can Extinct School Folktales be awakened through
Mathematics Storytelling in Nigerian Basic Education?
By Joshua Abah Abah, 2018
Narrator: Story? Story?
Pupils: Story!
Narrator: Once upon a me?
Pupils: Time! Time!
So goes the excing roune before the
commencement of every story within the
“Story Period” in our local Basic School, a
roune now remembered by only those
who started formal educaon before the onset of the new millennium. Story-me used to be ancipated with all eagerness by all pupils, mainly because it is the last acvity of the school day before dismissing for home. To many children, it is the ideal form of relaxaon, freedom and play. What many of
these children failed to noce at the me is the subtle role this storytelling me played in inculcang
the right cultural values and enriching all forms of learning within the school se)ng. As adults, we are
just beginning to appreciate the signiﬁcance of story-me on the class metable, more so now that it
is no more. It is just dawning on us that our own children may not be so privileged to take turns preparing for story-me. They may not have the opportunity to relate a folktale learnt within the extended family circle to an expanded classroom audience where they could conﬁdently make their voices
heard. If not awaken in other forms, the loss of story-me will remain a great loss indeed, to Basic Educaon in Nigeria.
The type of stories narrated by teachers and pupils during story-me is meant to convey historical
messages, encourage children to academic valour, and deter the culvaon of wrong a)tudes and
deviant behaviours. O0en, the sequence and style are not of great concern in this type of storytelling
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as language, non-verbal communicaon and crical thinking. As
such, though children may not be intrigued with the moral, cultural
values in stories, they unconsciously assimilate these values by
means of narraon and role playing (Hourani, 2015). Stories take
pupils on a journey that inspires them to learn about themselves
and the world around them.
Basically, storytelling is retelling a tale to one or more listeners through voice and gestures (Utley,
2012). It is not the same as reading a story to oneself or others aloud. It is diﬀerent from recing a piece
from memory. Utley (2012) adds that the storyteller creates a series of mental images associated with
words, while the audience stares, smiles or leans forward to hear more. The narrave ﬂows in a way
that each listener can form unexpected connecons and learn appropriately. Storytelling conveys folklore, a body of expressive culture within a parcular populaon comprising the tradion of that culture,
subculture or group. Folklore, in turn includes among other things, folktales, riddles, proverbs, myths,
songs, legends and superson (Ezeigbo, 2013). Storytelling has been successfully deployed to interpret
the universe, resolve natural and physical phenomena, teach morals, maintain cultural values, pass on
methods of survival, and to praise God (Utley, 2012). Professional storytellers believe in the power of
story to heal the world and foster good retenon (Baldasaro, Maldonado & Baltes, 2014). In storytelling, there is a coming together, a removal of boundaries, and a total concentraon and absorpon of
the spoken word (Goral & Gnadinger, 2006).
Despite the amazing power of storytelling, present realies in Nigerian Basic Educaon constute a
grave challenge. The complexity and dynamism of the present Nigerian society bring about innovaon
in the producon, transmission, retrieval and performance of culture (Sesan, 2014). Apart from the resulng worrisome levels of classroom inaEenveness (Agbo-Egwu, Abah & Anyagh, 2017) and plausible
digital amnesia (Agbo-Egwu, Abah & Anyagh, 2018), the technological advancement is beginning to introduce a form of postmodern social codes, thereby relegang ordinary local acvies, including storytelling, to the background. Folklore is disappearing fast with the incursion of modernity to the extent
that many Nigerian youths have lost touch with their ethnic folklore and culture (Ezeigbo, 2013). It is a
good thing that the curriculum reacts to the demands of the me, but reacons that ended up in pushing out vital aspects of culturally relevant instruconal technique must be eschewed. For instance, Abah
(2016) hinted that there is the indicaon that very liEle elements of history are being embedded in
classroom instrucon considering how General History as a subject has fared in the development of curriculum in Nigeria.
However, with more impressive impact being realized from researches into storytelling, there is the
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need to herald an awakening of this vital part of our tradion, parcularly in mathemacs educaon. The power of
stories to convey mathemacal concepts and ideas to
children has long been recognised by educaonists. Instead of blaming advances in science and technology for
the cultural woes of this era, some mathemacs educators and praconers are discovering that stories are a
great way to make science, technology, engineering and mathemacs (STEM) educaonal ideas accessible and concrete to learners who might not think those kind of technical studies are for them (Inan,
2015; Schwartz, 2015). By connecng a mathemacal concept to young children through narraves, it is
possible to truly engage their emoons, and to help them understand the power of the ideas being explored. This possibility has been empirically aEested to by Albool (2013), and many other researchers
(e.g. Abah, 2017) who obtained research ﬁndings establishing that using storytelling strategy in teaching
mathemacs increased students’ ability to solve higher order problems.
With respect to successes observed via storytelling in mathemacs, very liEle evidence from within Nigeria is available (Ogbu, 2018; Abah, 2016). Speciﬁcally, outside the quasi-experimental setup (for instance, Adetunji, Bamidele & Awodele, 2013; Frederick-Jonah & Akinsola, 2015), liEle is known about
the regular or irregular use of stories by teachers in the mathemacs classroom (Bature, 2014). The level of awareness about the mathemacal storytelling approach among Nigerian mathemacs teachers at
the Basic Educaon level are sparingly treated in available literature. If stories are being deployed as
instruconal strategies in Basic Mathemacs, what are the various style of narraon used? These and
other pernent concerns form the basis of a recent inquiry published in the Internaonal Journal on
Emerging Mathemacs Educaon (IJEME, 2(2), 165-178).

Findings
The ﬁndings from this simple survey indicate a high level of awareness of storytelling as an approach to
teaching mathemacs among Basic Mathemacs teachers, although only a meager 37% are presently
ulizing this me-proven augmentaon to mathemacs instrucon delivery. Even among those making
use of the approach, the paEerns of stories are far from tradional folktales and oral tradions. Trickster stories using animal characters such as popular Tortoise’s stories, and tales of heroics from students’ local folklore can be innovavely cra0ed into classroom acvies to augment the understanding
of mathemacal procedures and problem-solving strategies. The study unveils a high level of interest on
the part of the teachers to make eﬀecve use of storytelling in their teaching pracce. This parcular
expression of hope depends heavily on creang the necessary awareness on the relevance of stories
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to mathemacs teaching. On this ground, the study recommends a concerted eﬀort by all stakeholders
within the Basic Educaon sector to mobilize for massive awareness campaign on the use of stories in
teaching. Parcular searchlight should be beam on the gradual erosion of community and cultural values occasioned by the fading away of tradional folktales. Such awareness campaign can make a case
for the return of story-me to the Basic School metable.
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